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1.1 Introduction
As shrunk versions of pictures, thumbnails are commonly used in image preview, organization, and retrieval [1], [2], [3], [4]. In the age of digital media, a thumbnail plays quite similar role for an image as an
abstract does for an article. Through a thumbnail, viewers expect to observe both the global composition
and important perceptual features of the original full-size picture, thus to obtain a faithful impression about
the image content and quality by inspecting the thumbnail only.
In practice, thumbnails mainly serve in the following two aspects. First, they provide viewers a convenient way to preview high-resolution pictures on a small display screen. For instance, many portable
devices, e.g., digital cameras and cell phones, provide prompt image preview function by small-size LCD
displays [5], as shown in Figure 1.1. Second, thumbnails enable users to quickly browse a large number
of images without being distracted by unimportant details. For example, almost all visual search engines,
such as Google Images and Bing Images, use thumbnails to organize their returned search results. As the
proliferation of digital images in recent years, how to generate perceptually faithful thumbnails become a
crucial problem.
From the historical viewpoint, the concept of thumbnail is gradually changed due to the developing practical requirements in real-world applications. At the very beginning, for a given full-size picture, a thumbnail
was generated simply by filtering and subsampling [6], [7]. Then, to emphasize some important portions in
original pictures, ROI-based thumbnails were proposed based on visual attention models [1], [8]. Compared
to conventional downsampled thumbnails that equally treat all image parts and features in the original size,
ROI-based thumbnails highlight visually important regions only, thus helping viewers to focus on essential
parts, but inevitably losing the perceptual faith of global composition in original pictures. In recent years,
moreover, people start to realize the necessity and importance of perceptual thumbnails [5], [9]. Specifically,
perceptual thumbnails highlight the quality-related and perceptually important features in original pictures,
with the global structural composition preserved. From perceptual thumbnails, viewers can easily assess the
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Figure 1.1: Examples of image preview approaches. (a) Looking at the printed photograph. (b) Preview in
the LCD display screen of a digital camera. Note that, the size of region γb in (b) is much smaller than its
corresponding region γa in (a), thus the perception-related features are less noticeable. When the resolution
of γb is below some threshold, viewers cannot clearly perceive the phenomena occurring in the region using
preview approach (b).
image quality without checking the original full-size versions, thus facilitating faithful image preview on
small displays and fast browsing of a large number of pictures. In contrast, without perceptual thumbnails,
when users want to evaluate the quality of images taken by digital cameras (see Figure 1.1 for example),
they have to repeatedly zoom in, zoom out at different scales, and shift across different parts of the images
at higher resolutions, which is very time consuming, inconvenient and ineffective. Moreover, the operation
of zooming in may also make viewers losing the perception of the global composition of images.
Clearly, both conventional downsampled thumbnails and ROI-based thumbnails are not qualified to serve
as perceptual thumbnails. As shown in Figure 1.2, some apparent perceptual features in the original pictures,
e.g., blur and noise, may easily be lost in the downsampled thumbnails, no matter what interpolation algorithm is used, the reason of which is two-fold. First, to discover a phenomenon in an image, the resolution
of the phenomenon must be larger than some threshold that represents the perceiving capability of viewers.
Second, the conventional downsampling process may significantly reduce the resolution of perceptual features in downsampled thumbnails. When the reduced resolution of naively downsampled perceptual features
become less than viewers’ perceiving thresholds, these features cannot be noticed. See Figure 1.1(a) and (b)
for an illustration. As a result, in perceptual thumbnails, some important quality-related features should be
highlighted, i.e., to preserve the resolution of perceptual features from the downsampling process. Besides,
it is easy to understand why ROI-based thumbnails (see Figure 1.3) cannot be used as perceptual thumbnails,
as they destroy the global composition of the original pictures.
In particular, successful perceptual thumbnail generation should meet the following four requirements.
• Low cost: As thumbnails are widely used in prompt preview of high-resolution pictures and fast
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browsing of a large number of images, they must be generated in a computation and storage economic
way. Hence, fast and simple algorithms for highlighting perceptual features are desirable.
• Unsupervision: Since we may want to quickly produce a large number of thumbnails in a browsing
task, they should be generated automatically. Both preliminary training and on-the-fly parameters
tuning should be avoided.
• Highlighting multiple perceptual features: To faithfully reflect the content and quality of original
full-size pictures in thumbnails, multiple quality-related features, such as blur and noise, should be
highlighted according to their respective degrees.
• Preserving the original composition: It is important for perceptual thumbnails to provide viewers with
a clear impression about the global structure of original pictures. For instance, users may want to
quickly decide whether or not to take a second shot on the same scene by checking the thumbnails
on small display screens in their cameras. Thus, it is better to preserve the original composition in
perceptual thumbnails.
In this chapter, we focus on introducing the recent development of perceptual thumbnail generation techniques that satisfy the above four requirements. Within a unified framework, we pay our particular attention
to preserving and highlighting two types of quality-related perceptual features, i.e., blur and noise.
This chapter begins with Section 1.2 that briefly introduces the techniques for traditional thumbnail generation. We specifically discuss signal-level downsampled thumbnail generation and ROI-based thumbnail
generation methods. Signal-level thumbnail generation focuses on the development of different filtering or
interpolation techniques so as to reduce the aliasing artifacts in thumbnails. In contrast, ROI-based thumbnail generation aims to preserve salient image regions and essential structures during image resizing. The
trend, pros and cons of each method are also discussed.
The next three sections present the technical details of this chapter. Specifically, in Section 1.3, we first
describe the commonly noticed visual cues/features that indicate image quality and need to be preserved in
perceptual thumbnails. Then, a general framework for perceptual thumbnail generation is presented, which
focuses on two types of low-level perceptual features, blur and noise, and can be easily extended to include
other types of perceptual features, such as bloom and overexposure. The two features, blur and noise, are
most commonly encountered in digital photography and can degrade the quality of pictures significantly. At
last, we briefly introduce several state-of-the-art perceptual thumbnail generation methods that are based on
the proposed general working flow. From Section 1.4 to Section 1.5, we elaborate how to highlight spatially
variant blur and homogeneous noise in thumbnails, respectively. Although blur and noise estimation has
been studied for decades in image processing and computer vision, most previous deblurring and denoising
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methods tried to get an accurate estimate of blur and noise strength for the goal of recovering blur-free and
noise-free images. Perceptual thumbnail generation, on the contrary, aims to highlight blur and noise at a
noticeable scale in thumbnails. This raises the requirements of fast, appropriate but inexact algorithms for
blur and noise estimation, as well as alias-free blur and noise visualization. For this purpose, we discuss in
depth how to quickly estimate blur and noise from the original images, and effectively visualize them in the
downsampled thumbnails.
In Section 1.6, we present a number of experimental results that comprehensively compare the performance of different techniques in perceptual thumbnail generation. Current perceptual thumbnail generation
only handles blur and noise, the two low-level visual cues. After summarizing the state-of-the-arts of perceptual thumbnail generation in Section 1.7, we discuss some possible ways to highlight other types of
perceptual cues, including red-eye effect and bloom, in thumbnails.

1.2 Traditional Thumbnail Generation
Traditional thumbnail generation techniques can be classified into two categories, signal-level thumbnail
generation and ROI-based thumbnail generation. Signal-level thumbnail generation techniques [10], [11],
[12], [13], [7] create the thumbnail from a high-resolution original image by prefiltering and subsampling. The generated thumbnail preserves the original composition. ROI-based thumbnail generation techniques [3], [2], [14], [15], [16], on the other hand, aim at detecting and retaining important regions in the
resulting thumbnail. In the following two subsections, we will introduce the traditional thumbnail generation
techniques in detail.

1.2.1

Signal-level thumbnail generation

Signal-level thumbnail generation relies on image resampling techniques, which usually consist of two
components, filtering and subsampling [17]. Due to different filtering schemes employed, the quality of
the resulting thumbnails may differ greatly. Among the existing image resampling techniques, the simplest
method is decimation, i.e. keeping some pixels of the original image and throwing others away. Without prefiltering the original image, decimation typically leads to significant aliasing artifacts, as shown in
Figure 1.2(b).
To reduce such aliasing artifacts, low-pass filters can be used before decimation. For example, box
filter computes an average of pixel values within the pixel neighborhood. Bilinear filter performs linear
filtering first in one direction, and again in the other direction. Bicubic filter [10] is often chosen over
bilinear filter since the resampled image is smoother and has fewer aliasing artifacts. Other than secondorder polynomials defined in bilinear filter and third-order polynomials defined in bicubic filter, high order
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piecewise polynomials [12] can also be used, although the improvement is marginal. More sophisticated Bspline approximation is reported in the literature for image resampling [11], [7]. Other linear filters are also
known, including Lanczos [6] and Mitchell [18]. The aforementioned filters are space-invariant (isotropic) in
nature. In the context of texture mapping, perspective mapping leads to space-variant (anisotropic) footprint.
For this application, elliptic Gaussian-like filters have been employed [19], [20], [21].
Another trend of image resampling is to perform edge-adaptive interpolation so as to generate sharp
edges in the resampled image. Li and Orchard [22] developed an edge-directed image interpolation (NEDI)
algorithm. They estimated local covariance from a low-resolution image and used the low-resolution covariance to adapt the image interpolation at a higher resolution. Muresan and Parks [23] developed a method
to optimally determine the local quadratic signal class for the image. Zhang and Wu [24] proposed an
edge-guided non-linear interpolation algorithm, which estimates two observation sets in two orthogonal
directions, and then fuses the two observation sets by the linear minimum mean square-error estimation
technique. Fattal [25] relied on a statistical edge dependency relating edge features of two different resolutions, and solved a constrained optimization. It should be noted that edge-adaptive resampling techniques
are specially designed for image upsampling, and they are usually not suitable for image downsampling.
Figure 1.2 illustrates several commonly-used image resampling methods. The original image has a
resolution of 2048 × 1536, and is downsampled to a resolution of 320 × 240. As shown in Figure 1.2(d),
decimation results in severe aliasing artifacts. Bilinear filtering, shown in Figure 1.2(e), removes artifacts.
Bicubic filtering, shown in Figure 1.2(f), produces a smoother thumbnail by further reducing the aliasing
artifacts. The thumbnail due to Lanczos filtering, shown in Figure 1.2(g), has less artifacts, although this
filtering is much slower than others. Obviously, signal-level thumbnail generation techniques can prevent
aliasing artifacts and preserve the original image composition. However, they are not designed to preserve
perceptual image quality during image resampling. In fact, they probably lose such features that are useful
to users to identify the image quality. Look at the blowups in Figures 1.2(b) and (c). The original highresolution image suffers to noticeable blur and noise. However, the four thumbnails all appear rather clean
and clear. A qualitative analysis of the loss in the blur and noise will be presented in Section 1.3.

1.2.2 ROI-based thumbnail generation
Unlike signal-level thumbnail generation which preserves the original image composition, ROI-based
thumbnail generation just displays important image regions in the small-scale thumbnail. Burton et al. [1]
tried to generate thumbnails that could be recognized more quickly. They reduced the downsampling distortion by treating the high-resolution original image with edge-preserving smoothing, lossy image compression or static codebook compression. Chen et al. [8] incorporated user attention to adapt the high-resolution
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Figure 1.2: Signal-level thumbnail generation. (a) The original image has a resolution of 2048 × 1536,
and is downsampled to a resolution of 320 × 240. Two blowups are shown in (b) and (c). Thumbnails are
downsampled using (d) decimation, (e) bilinear, (f) bicubic and (g) Lanczos filtering.
image on small-size screens. They defined an image attention model based on region of interest, attention
value and minimal perceptible size. For screens with different scale and aspect ratio, different important regions are cut out of the original image for downsampling. Similarly, Suh et al. [14] detected key components
of the high-resolution image based on a saliency map, and then cropped images prior to downsampling. Figure 1.3(a) illustrates this idea. Although the cropping-based methods can render important image portions
more recognizable, users will lose the global overview of the original image.
Another research direction relating to thumbnail generation is image retargeting, which considers geometric constrains and the image content as well during image resizing. Setlur [26] aimed to maximize salient
image objects by minimizing less important image portions in-between. Since the spatial spaces between
image objects may be narrowed, the relative geometric relation between the objects can be altered in the
thumbnail. Avidan and Shamir [15] presented a seaming carving approach, which removes or inserts an
8-connected path of pixels on an image from top to bottom, or from left to right in one pass. This method,
though quite simple, is rather time consuming and may damage the image structure severely. One example is
shown in Figure 1.3(b). To address the problems in seaming carving, a series of retargeting techniques [16],
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Figure 1.3: ROI-based thumbnail generation for the high-resolution image in Figure 1.17(a). (a) Automatical
cropping [14]. (b) Seam carving [15].
[27], [28], [29] have been proposed. Although the techniques can be quite different, their objectives are
similar, including preserving the important image content, reducing visual artifacts, and preserving internal
image structures. A comprehensive evaluation of state-of-art methods can be found in Reference [30].
In addition, special concerns have been reported to address the situation when there are texts in the
high-resolution image. For example, Woodruff et al. [3] created thumbnails for Web pages by combining
text summaries and image thumbnails. Berkner et al. [2] cropped and scaled image and text segments
from the original image, and generated a more readable layout for a particular display size. Following the
aforementioned two works, many subsequent research works can be found, including [31], [32], [33].
These ROI-based thumbnail generation techniques have been proven successful in preserving the important image content in the low-resolution thumbnail. However, none of them accounts for perceptual quality
features in the high-resolution image. As a result, they may remove features that indicate whether the image
is well shot during image downsizing.

1.3 Perceptual Thumbnail Generation
In this section, we first describe several commonly noticed visual/perceptual cues in images that are quality
indicative. In the next, we present a general framework for perceptual thumbnail generation, with specific
focus on highlighting blur and noise in thumbnails. We end this section by a brief overview of the state-ofthe-art methods in perceptual thumbnail generation.

1.3.1

Quality-indicative visual cues

Given a picture shot with a digital camera, users often have a demand to inspect whether or not the picture
is well shot by quickly checking the thumbnail image only. Properly highlighting some perceptual features
in the thumbnail may certainly benefit such quality inspection process. However, to realize this target, we
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first need to find what features or effects in the original picture should be highlighted in the thumbnail.
According to practical photography experiences, we find that there are generally two categories of qualityrelated perceptual features, i.e., low-level image features, and high-level semantic features, which will be
introduced in the following at length.
Low-level image features There are some features that degrade the quality of an image but have less to do
with the image content, including blur, noise, bloom, overexposure and underexposure etc. In most cases,
these features are quality indicative and should be noticed by users during their photo taking process, thus
should be preserved and highlighted from the downsampling operation in thumbnails. In the following, we
describe in detail about these quality-related low-level perceptual features.
• Blur: Except for some special cases, a blurry picture is usually inferior to a sharp picture of the
same scene, especially when the blur is caused by unexpected reasons, such as hand shaking. In
most cases, if we inspect unexpected blur in a picture through the preview screen of digital cameras,
we may choose to take a second shot on the same scene. Hence, blur is a very important qualityindicative effect in images. In practice, accidental blur is almost inevitable for most unprofessional
users. For example, users often accidently move their hands during photo shooting. Besides, blur
may also occur when there are moving objects in the scene or when some subjects are out of focus of
the camera. Image blur caused by different reasons may exhibit different spatial properties, including
spatial-varying blur and homogeneous blur. No matter caused by what reasons, image blur certainly
should be highlighted in perceptual thumbnails. An example of image blur is shown in Figure 1.4(a).
• Noise: Image noise is the random variation of color or brightness information produced by image
sensors during exposure and A/D conversion. It often looks like color grains and scatters over the
entire image. There are two types of image noise, fixed noise and random noise [34]. Fixed noise
is generally visible when using long exposure time or when shooting under low light conditions with
high ISO. It has the same pattern under similar lighting conditions. Random noise occurs at all
exposure times and light levels. It appears as randomly fluctuated intensities and colors, and will be
different even under the identical lighting condition. Banding noise is a special type of random noise
that appears as horizontal or vertical strikes. It is generated by the camera when reading data from
image sensors, and is more noticeable at high ISO speed. Generally, noise will degrade the quality
of a picture, thus is also quality-indicative. Figure 1.4(b) demonstrates how image noise appears in a
picture.
• Bloom: Bloom is the phenomenon that a bright light source appears as a bright halo and leads to color
bleeding into nearby objects. This phenomenon occurs when the light source is so strong that the
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sensor pixels become saturated. For example in Figure 1.4(c), shooting direct sunlight will generate
such effect around the boundary of sunlight area. The appearance of bloom will significantly destroy
the local details of a scene, thus is quality-indicative.
• Overexposure and underexposure: Overexposure and underexposure refer to the effect of losing details in highlight and shadow regions, respectively. They are usually caused by inappropriate setting of
camera’s shutter speed and exposure. In high-resolution photography, except for some special effects,
overexposure and underexposure may degrade the image quality in details, thus should be avoided.

(a)

(b)

(d)
(c)

Figure 1.4: Quality-indicating visual cues. (a) Blur. (b) Noise. (c) Bloom. (d) Defected eyes.

High-level semantic features High-level perceptual features are highly related to image content [35],
either reflects some unexpected phenomena of the particular objects, or even relates to some aesthetic aspects
of the image. Some typical high-level perceptual features are listed below. High-level perceptual features
are more difficult to be detected and highlighted in thumbnails than low-level perceptual features.
• Defected eyes: When shooting a picture of a group of people, users always care about whether his/her
eyes are closed, or appear in red due to reflected flash. The Half-/closed eye effect often appears in the
case that one person happens to close his/her eyes when the shutter is pressed. The red-eye effect is
caused when users shoot a portrait picture in a dark room using a flash (as shown in Figure 1.4(d)). In
the literature, different techniques [36], [37] have been developed to automatically detect and correct
the red eyes.
• Simplicity: The most discriminative factor that differentiates professionals from amateur photographers is whether the photo is simple [35]. For a picture, being simple means it is easy to separate the
subject from the background. There are various ways for professionals to achieve this goal, including
making background out of focus, choosing significant color contrast, and using large lighting contrast
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between the subject and the background. Recently, simplicity was also used as an important criterion
for image quality assessment [35].
• Realism: Similar to simplicity, realism is another high-level feature that reflects aesthetic image quality [35]. Professional photographers often carefully choose the lighting conditions and the color
distribution, and make use of filters to enhance the color difference. They are also very deliberate in
the picture composition of the subject and background. All these are for the purpose of keeping the
foreground of pictures as realistic as possible.
In the context of thumbnail generation, some features (e.g., simplicity and realism) might remain in
the low-resolution thumbnail to some extent, while other features (e.g., blur, noise, bloom, overexposure,
underexposure, defected eyes) are less noticeable due to the downsampling process. In this chapter, we will
focus on studying how to preserve two typical low-level image features, i.e., blur and noise, in thumbnails.
Note that, blur and noise may significantly degrade image quality and commonly exist in digital pictures.

1.3.2

A general framework

Before presenting the general framework of producing perceptual thumbnails, we first qualitatively analyze
the reason that causes the loss of blur and noise features by conventional image downsampling. Suppose
the original image is represented as vector x. Denote the antialiasing low-pass filter as T , and denote
subsampling operation as S. The conventional thumbnail can then be expressed as
y = S ◦ T (x),

(1.1)

where ◦ stands for function composition. When the original image suffers from blur and noise, it can be
formulated as
x = B(x̂) + n,

(1.2)

where B and n represent the blur and noise, respectively, and x̂ is the ideal image without blur and noise
degradation. By substituting Equation 1.2 into Equation 1.1, we get
y = S ◦ T ◦ B(x̂) + S ◦ T (n).

(1.3)

Let us examine the first term S ◦ T ◦ B(x̂). Except for some extreme blurs, the low-pass filter B,
usually representing accidental blur, has a much larger bandwidth than the low-pass filter T . In another
words, compared to the influence of filter T , the influence of filter B can be much less noticeable in smallresolution thumbnails. Consequently, the conventional downsampled thumbnails will appear rather sharp
than at their original scales.
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Figure 1.5: The framework of perceptual thumbnail generation, which particularly highlights two typical
perceptual features, i.e., blur and noise. This framework uses the general extract-and-superimpose strategy
that can be easily extended to include other types of perceptual features.
Now let us consider the second term in Equation 1.3. The noise n, mostly composed of lots of high
frequency information, is filtered by T , thus will become much less apparent than in the original resolution.
For instance, if n is a Gaussian noise of zero mean and moderate variance, T (n) will be close to 0 under
typical downsampling factors. As a result, the conventional thumbnail y will appear rather clean.
To highlight the blur and noise effects in y with proper strength, we can formulate the perceptual thumbnail as
y ′ = B(y) + n.

(1.4)

Intuitively, we further blur the conventional thumbnail according to the blur strength in the original image,
and superimpose the noise information at the same time. By this way, users can easily inspect and discover
the blur and noise level in the image by viewing the thumbnail alone.
Using the above extract-and-superimpose strategy, we can now summarize the general framework of
perceptual thumbnail generation, which is capable of highlighting blur and noise features. As illustrated
in Figure 1.5, we first downsample the high-resolution image and get the conventional thumbnail. We
then estimate and extract the blur and noise information presented in the original high-resolution image.
Afterwards, the detected amount of blur is properly added into the thumbnail, followed by rendering the
estimated noise. We finally get the refined perceptual thumbnail. Note that, the presented framework for
perceptual thumbnail generation is general enough and can be easily extended to include other types of
perceptual features.
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1.3.3 State-of-the-art methods
Although perceptual thumbnail generation is relatively a new topic, there are several related preliminary
works that have been reported in the literature. For instance, the image preview method we introduced in [5]
divides the problem of perceptual thumbnail generation into two tasks, i.e., structure enhancement and perceptual feature visualization. The first task highlights the salient structure and suppresses the subtle details
in the image by non-linearly modulating the image gradient field. The second task estimates the strength
of blur and noise in the original image and then superimposes blur and noise with appropriate degrees in
the conventional thumbnail. Similarly, Samadani et al. [4] also studied how to estimate and visualize blur
and noise features in the thumbnail. They generated the perceptual thumbnail by directly blurring the conventional thumbnail and adding noise to it. Besides, they further improved the noise estimation method to
achieve a fast performance [9]. In addition, other related efforts in this direction have been exploited by
Yamany [38] and Trentacoste et al. [39].
Current perceptual thumbnail generation is highly related to the problems of image deblurring [40],
[41], [42] and denoising [43], [44]. These two problems are rather difficult, and the relevant algorithms are
usually complicated and time-consuming. In contrast, instead of reconstructing the ideal high-resolution
image, the goal of perceptual thumbnail generation is to visualize blur and noise in a proper way with
reasonable complexity. This relieves the need of recovering actual blur kernels and estimating the noise
accurately. Instead, a rough yet fast algorithm for blur and noise estimation is preferable. This is indeed
what the existing works of perceptual thumbnail generation are mainly focused on. Although most existing
works consider blur and noise in perceptual thumbnails, they adopt quite different algorithms for blur/noise
estimation and rendering. In the reminder of this chapter, we will introduce in details the two representative
methods proposed in [5] and [4].

1.4 Highlight Blur in Thumbnails
This section introduces how to highlight the reduced blurriness in perceptual thumbnails. Specifically, for
the blurred regions in original high-resolution pictures, perceptual blur highlight is to magnify the reduced
blurriness in their downsampled counterparts; while for the sharp regions at original scales, perceptual blur
highlight maintains their clearance in thumbnails. Hence, there are two major steps in perceptual blur
highlight, i.e., blur strength extraction from the original pictures, and faithful visualization of extracted
blurriness in thumbnails.
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Blur estimation

In the literature, there are many existing methods for blur estimation, providing global blur metrics and
evaluating the overall blurriness of an image [45], [46], [47]. A suitable global blur metric is helpful to
assess images with uniform blurs, such as the motion blur due to shaking cameras. It is, however, insufficient
for producing perceptual thumbnails, since the pictures may contain spatially varying blurs. For example,
the out-of-focus regions may appear different blur strength at different depth. This raises the demands for
local blur estimation. Although there are lots of existing work on spatially varying blur determination [48],
[49], [50], most of them rely on solving optimization problems, which are usually time-consuming and
inconvenient, thus are not suitable for efficiently generating perceptual thumbnails. We now introduce two
techniques for roughly determining a local blur strength map from a high-resolution image, which were
proposed in [5] and [9], respectively.

2.4

avarage of gradient angle variations
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Figure 1.6: Inverse relationship of blur strength and regional variance of gradient directions.

Gradient-based blur estimation
Gradient-based blur estimation [5] relies on an important observation, i.e., the variation of a blurry edge
region is much more gradual than that of a sharp edge region. Thus, the strength of regional blurriness can
be quantitatively measured according to the variance of gradient angles/directions within the corresponding
edge region. Specifically, the smaller the regional variance of gradient angles is, the more blurry the edge
region would be. To verify this fact, we show a simulation test in Figure 1.6. In this simulation, each of
the six high-resolution images were blurred by Gaussian filters with increased standard deviations. We then
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Figure 1.7: Flowchart of gradient-based blur estimation.
measured the variances of gradient directions in all edge regions. As shown in Figure 1.6, as the strength of
Gaussian filters increases, the average of directional variances in the gradient field decreases significantly.
Let Ai denote the gradient angle of the i-th edge pixel, which can be obtained by
Ai = arctan

( ∆ (i) )
t
,
∆s (i)

(1.5)

where ∆t (i) and ∆s (i) are the first-order differences of pixel i along two spatial dimensions. Then, the
gradient-based space-varying blur metric can be defined as
(
)
Bi = α exp −β var(Ai )τ ,

(1.6)

where var(·) is the variance operator and returns the direction variance within the neighborhood of pixel
i. Parameters α, β and τ control the influence of local gradient directional variance to the estimated blur
strength. With this equation, the estimated blur strength is increasing with respect to the standard deviation
of the Gaussian filter, as shown in Figure 1.9(a).
In the context of perceptual thumbnail generation, there is no need to estimate the blur metric for the
entire image at the original high-resolution. In fact, we need only to partially measure the blur strength in the
low-resolution thumbnail image. Specifically, we already know that the blur around edge regions is visually
much more noticeable and important to the viewers than other regions [5], even the entire image is very
blurry. Hence, to speed up the computation, gradient-based blur estimation and highlight can be performed
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only around the edge regions in the thumbnail image by referring to its original version at the high resolution.
As a result, as illustrated in Figure 1.7, gradient-based blur estimation is a three-step process. First, edge
detection is performed on the conventional thumbnail to get salient edge pixels. Second, for each edge pixel
in the thumbnail, we find its corresponding region at the original high-resolution picture. This small region
defines the pixel neighborhood that is used to evaluate the gradient angel variance of current edge pixel.
Finally, the blur metric is computed according to Equation (1.6). By this way, we are able to get a blur
strength map for all edge pixels in the thumbnail image. See Figure 1.7 for an example.

Scale-space-based blur estimation
Scale-space-based blur estimation [9] also generates a space-varying blur map. Its basic idea, in contrast
to gradient-based estimation, is to smooth the conventional thumbnail using various Gaussian kernels with
different scales, and then to find the best filter scale such that the smoothed region in the filtered thumbnail
image is most similar to the corresponding region in the high-resolution image. The algorithmic flow of
scale-space-based blur estimation is illustrated in Figure 1.8. Note that, to generate a space-varying blur
map, such filter scale matching is performed for the entire thumbnail image. Similar to gradient-based blur
estimation, this method does not differentiate motion blur and out-of-focus blur either, and just estimates the
pixel-level blur metric. But different to gradient-based blur estimation, this scale-space method estimates
the blur strength of all pixels in the thumbnail image.

Figure 1.8: Flowchart of scale-space-based blur estimation.
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In more detail, the conventional thumbnail y is blurred by a series of Gaussian kernels g with increasing
scales {σj }, generating an indexed set of filtered thumbnails fj , given by
fj = g(σj ) ∗ y,

(1.7)

where g(·) represents Gaussian filter. As shown in Figure 1.8, for each blurred thumbnail, a local feature
is extracted at each pixel and is compared to the features extracted from the high-resolution image. Here,
the local feature of a pixel is defined as the maximum absolute difference between the appearances of the
pixel and its surrounding eight neighbors. This generates a series of range maps {rj } [9], where j is the
index of evaluated Gaussian filter scales. Similarly, a range map for the high-resolution image is generated
and subsampled to the thumbnail scale by further taking the maximum range value in a high-resolution
neighborhood conforming to the subsampling factor. Specifically, denote the subsampled range map to be
ro . The blur map index at pixel i can then be computed as
mi = min {j | rj (i) ≤ γro (i)},
j

(1.8)

where the parameter γ controls the amount of highlighted blur in thumbnails. Empirically, besides the
conventional thumbnail, ten additional scales were used in our experiments, starting from σ1 = 0.5 and
ending at σ11 = 2.4 with an increment of 0.2111. Note that, in Equation (1.8) the blur map returns the
index of Gaussian filters evaluated. For illustration purpose, we visualize the corresponding blur scale in
Figure 1.8.

1.4.2

Blur visualization

The second step of perceptual blur highlight is faithful blur visualization. After either gradient-based blur
estimation [5] or scale-space-based blur estimation [9], the extracted space-varying blur maps control Gaussian kernels with varying scales, which are finally superimposed into the downsampled thumbnail y pixel
by pixel and result in the faithfully blurred thumbnail yb . Note that, although the actual image blur in the
original resolution may not be exactly conformed to Gaussian kernels, it is empirically a reasonable and
effective choice to use Gaussian filters in the blur visualization for perceptual thumbnails, as we need only
a visually faithful and noticeable blur effect.
Particularly, there are two types of methods to superimpose the space-varying Gaussian blurs in thumbnails. The first method is incremental superimposition. For the case of gradient-based blur estimation [5],
the estimated pixel-level blur metric can be used as the standard deviation of a Gaussian filter. Note that,
the blur is estimated only at edge pixels of the conventional thumbnail. To get a reliable blurring effect, we
diffuse the blur strength at edge pixels to their neighborhood with self-adjusted filter scales. Approximately,
the blur metric for one pixel near an edge region is computed as a weighted average of blur strengths of
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edge pixels nearby. The second method is independent superimposition. For the case of scale-space-based
blur estimation [9], the estimated blur value corresponds to a specific Gaussian kernel with particular scale.
Since the blur estimation is conducted at the entire thumbnail image, we can select pixel values from the
blurred thumbnail directly, given by
yb (i) = fmi (i),

(1.9)

where mi is the detected index of Gaussian filters for pixel i, fmi is the smoothed neighborhood of pixel i
in the thumbnail image.
Note that, both incremental and independent superimposition have respective pros and cons. For instance, we can find from Figure 1.13 and Figure 1.14, independent superimposition tends to produce artifacts in the blurred thumbnails, since there is nothing to protect the spatial coherence of blur strength by
independent blur rendering; while incremental superimposition has no such problem. On the other hand,
however, the exact blur strength rendered into the thumbnail image is not implicitly clear if using incremental superimposition.
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Figure 1.9: Relationship between detected blur strength and the ground truth Gaussian filter scales. (a)
Gradient-based blur estimation. (b) Scale-space-based estimation.

1.4.3

Evaluation

A simulation test with uniform blur is conducted to study how the blurriness is preserved across different
blur strengthes. We first collect a set of six sharp high-resolution images as the test data set. Then, each
high-resolution image is blurred by a series of Gaussian kernels with increasing standard deviations. The
conventional thumbnails that match different blur strengthes are prepared as well. Finally, the average
blur strength, by gradient-based blur estimation and scale-space-based blur estimation, is obtained for each
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image.
Figure 1.9 shows the results of the average of the estimated blur standard deviation for the data set. For
gradient-based blur estimation, the estimated blur standard deviation is the computed blur metric. For scalespace-based blur estimation, we retrieve the standard deviation of matched filter according to the estimated
index of tested Gaussian kernels. From Figure 1.9, we can see that both methods can reasonably generate
increased blur standard deviations as the blur gets more severe. In addition, the estimated blur standard
deviation increases rapidly for small blur scales, and becomes saturated for large blur scales, for both blur
estimation methods.

1.5 Highlight Noise in Thumbnails
To highlight image noise in the thumbnail also involves two major steps, i.e., estimating the noise in a
high-resolution image, and visualizing the noise in the image thumbnail.

1.5.1

Noise estimation

Traditional image denoising [51], [43], [44] aims to reconstruct a noise-free image from the noisy original
image. It is critical to have an accurate estimate of noise, otherwise the recovered image is still degraded.
In perceptual thumbnail generation, the goal is to visualize noise and the exact precise form of the noise is
not necessary for displaying noise in thumbnails. This relieves the requirement for noise estimation in two
aspects. Firstly, some prior knowledge about noise distribution can be exploited. Secondly, fast and inexact
noise estimation methods can be used, such as [5] and [9].
Region-based noise estimation
Image noise, as introduced in Section 1.3, is generated by image sensors during image acquisition. It is
distributed over the entire image irrespective of the image content. However, image noise is more visually
apparent to the viewer in intensity-uniform regions than texture-intensive regions. It is because image noise
is high frequency signal. Texture regions also have lots of high frequency details, therefore it is usually
difficult to differentiate image noise from high frequency texture details. Uniform regions, on the contrary,
contain much less details, and hence the high-frequency information in uniform regions are mainly from
image noise. Taking this prior knowledge, a region-based noise estimation is developed in [5]. Its basic idea
is to detect noise in a small uniform region in the high-resolution image, and then to synthesize a noise map
in the thumbnail resolution based on the estimated noise region. Figure 1.10 illustrates the procedure.
Region-based noise estimation starts with the conventional thumbnail y and divides it into nonoverlapped regions {Ωk (y)}. The most uniform region Ωu (y) is selected as the one with the minimum
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Figure 1.10: Region-based noise estimation.
intensity variance, which is given by
Ωu (y) = min{k|var(Ωk (y))}.
k

(1.10)

The uniform region Ωu (x) in the high-resolution image can then be determined from Ωu (y) via upsampling.
To estimated the noise in Ωu (x), a wavelet-based soft thresholding [51] is used. It first obtains empirical
wavelet coefficients cl by pyramid filtering the noisy region Ωu (x). Next, the soft thresholding nonlinearity
is applied to the empirical wavelet coefficients respectively, given by
ĉl = sgn(cl )(|cl | − t)+ ,

(1.11)

where the operator (a)+ = a if a ≥ 0 and (a)+ = 0 if a < 0. The threshold t is specially chosen
√
as t = 1.6σl 2 log(N )/N , where N is the number of pixels in the noisy uniform region Ωu (x). The
noise standard deviation is estimated as σl = cm /0.6745, where cm is the median absolute value of the
normalized wavelet coefficients. Finally, the noise-free uniform region Ωu (x̂) is recovered by inverting the
pyramid filtering and the noise region is determined with
nu (x) = Ωu (x) − Ωu (x̂).

(1.12)

Note that the estimated noise region nu (x) may not be in the thumbnail resolution. Hence, a noise map
n(x) in the thumbnail resolution needs to be created. As noise distributes uniformly in the high-resolution
image, we can use a simple yet efficient method to obtain n(x). For each pixel in n(x), we randomly select
its value from the estimated noise region nu (x). Although the resulted noise map n(x) may not have exact
match in the high-resolution image, it offers the viewer a quite similar visual experience.
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Multirate-based noise estimation
Samadani et al. [4] also based their noise estimation on the wavelet-based soft thresholding [51]. Instead of
a full wavelet transform, they only used the single high-pass filtered signal to generate the noise. The single
high-pass filtered signal is determined by
xh = x − g(σ) ∗ x,

(1.13)

where g(σ) is a Gaussian filter with standard variation σ = 1. The soft threshold nonlinearity, as defined in
Equation (1.11), is applied to the filtered signal. Then the noise map is given by

 x (i), if x (i) < τ,
h
h
ρ(i) =
 τ,
otherwise.

(1.14)

Note that differing from region-based noise estimation, the threshold τ is estimated from xh without performing wavelet transform. In the current discussion, the noise estimate ρ is at the high resolution of the
original image. According to [52], subsampling the noise estimate ρ by a scaling factor t generates the
noise map n at the thumbnail resolution with the same standard deviation. Therefore the noise map n can
be computed as
n(i) = ρ(ki).

(1.15)

In this noise estimation algorithm, estimating ρ can be rather slow due to the high resolution of the
original image. In their subsequent work [9], Samadani et al. developed a fast algorithm by exchanging
the order of subsampling and noise generation. More specifically, they used multirate signal transformations [52] to estimate the noise at the low thumbnail resolution. Multirate-based noise estimation is feasible
thanks to the observation that there are enough pixels at the thumbnail resolution for the determination of
the noise standard deviation. In addition, the soft threshold nonlinearity commutes with the subsampling
operator. Due to these two facts, subsampling can be applied to the high-resolution image and the noise
estimate is performed on the subsampled low resolution image. Note that the threshold τ is estimated from
the low resolution image subsampled from the high resolution image. Figure 1.11 illustrates the process of
multirate-based noise estimation. Readers are referred to [9] for a more detailed analysis on multirate-based
noise estimation.

1.5.2

Noise Visualization

To visualize noise is rather simple. As the noise is assumed to be additive to the ideal signal, the noisepreserved thumbnail is formed by adding the estimated noise map n to the thumbnail. Considering image
blur, the noise visualization is performed after blur visualization, i.e.,
yn (i) = yb (i) + mag ∗ n(i),

(1.16)
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Figure 1.11: Region-based noise estimation.

where the parameter mag controls the strength of noise to be visualized.

1.5.3

Evaluation

A simulation using a noise image is conducted to evaluate the performance of the two noise estimation
methods. To roughly simulate the observed noise in photographs [53], the noise image is generated by
adding a Gaussian noise with the standard deviation σ = 10/255 = 0.392 to a gray image with constant
values. The simulation downsamples the 2048 × 1536 noise image (one patch is shown in Figure 1.12) by
different subsampling factors. At each subsampling scale, a 100 × 100 region is cut for illustration. It is
obvious that increasing the subsampling scale reduces the strength of noise gradually. In the thumbnail of
a resolution 205 × 154, the noise is almost invisible. The two noise estimation methods are applied at each
downsampling scale to estimate the noise map. Figure 1.12 shows the results of the standard deviations
for the estimated noise maps with respect to the subsampling factors. The conventional thumbnail has a
decreased standard deviation. The decreasing slope verifies the observation that the larger the subsampling
factor is, the less noisy the thumbnail appears. Both noise estimation methods, on the other hand, have
near-horizontal lines and quite close to the ideal curve. The results tell us that the two methods are able to
preserve the noise standard deviations faithfully across scale.
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Figure 1.12: Evaluation of noise estimation. The top two rows show a 100 × 100 region in the original noise
image and its conventional thumbnails at different downsampling scales. (a) the conventional thumbnail at
scale=10. (b) the corresponding region-based thumbnail. (c) the corresponding multirate-based thumbnail.
(d) the curves of standard deviation of pixel intensities against the downsampling scales.
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1.6 Results and Discussion
In this section, we present some experimental results and comparisons of perceptual thumbnail generation
with the ability of highlighting blur and noise, if any. Note that, all results reported in this section were
produced using the same set of parameters: α = 1, β = 3.0, τ = 2.0, γ = 1.5.
We first report the experimental results on blur highlighting. Note a good blur highlighting algorithm
should be able to reflect blur when there exists blur, and not to introduce obvious blur when the picture is
sharp. Figure 1.13 demonstrates a blurry picture suffered to camera shake. The conventional thumbnail (at
a resolution of 423 × 317) appears rather clear and sharp, although blowups in the original high-resolution
image (2816 × 2112) look blurry. Both gradient-based and scale-space-based blur estimation can reflect
blur in the modulated thumbnails. We also visualize the corresponding blur maps. It can be seen that
both methods take effects around edge regions. The difference is that gradient-based method visualizes
blur around salient edges only, while scale-space-based method is effective in most edges, including weak
edges. In terms of visual experience, scale-space-based method introduces larger blur that is more visible to
viewers, however, its rendered blur somehow appears in blocky artifacts.
Now that the existing blur highlighting methods are effective for blurry pictures, we exploit their performance in the case of sharp pictures, for which the methods are expected to introduce as small blur as
possible. Look at Figure 1.14. The two high-resolution pictures (2048 × 1536) are shot without motion blur
or camera shake. We can see in the image blowup that the edges are rather strong and sharp. Hence, the
perceptual thumbnail at a resolution of 308 × 231 should look similar to the conventional thumbnail, which
is also sharp and clear. A close inspection to the thumbnails in Figures 1.14(c),(d),(f) and (g) reveals that
either gradient-based method or scale-space-based method will introduce some blur in the resulted thumbnails. From side-by-side comparison, we find that gradient-based method suffers less to the unexpected blur,
and scale-space-based method may introduce obvious distracting blur in some regions.
We now report the experimental results for noise highlighting. Similar to the requirements of blur highlighting methods, a good noise highlighting method shall be able to visualize image noise for noisy images,
and not to introduce apparent noise for noise-free images. Figure 1.15 compare the conventional thumbnail and the perceptual thumbnail from region-based noise estimation and multirate-based noise estimation.
The two high-resolution images (of a size of 2272 × 1704 and 2048 × 1536) suffer from severe noise,
however, we cannot detect such noise by viewing their conventional thumbnails. On the contrary, the two
noise estimation methods are able to generate thumbnails that reflect noise in a similar way to the original
high-resolution images.
In Figure 1.16, we perform noise estimation for a noise-free high-resolution image (2048 × 1536). The
perceptual thumbnail should be similar to the conventional thumbnail which looks clean. Let us compare the
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results visually. The thumbnail from region-based noise estimation is almost the same to the conventional
thumbnail. The thumbnail from multirate-based noise estimation has details enhanced in texture-intensive
regions. In this example, we use the parameter mag = 2 in Equation (1.16) for both noise estimation
methods. To lower the detail enhancement, we may use a smaller value for the parameter mag.
Finally, we show an example that combines both blur highlighting and noise highlighting. In this example, the high-resolution image (2048 × 1536) suffers to image blur and noise that take effect in the entire
image. The second row in Figure 1.17 demonstrates the thumbnails generated by using bilinear, bicubic and
lanczos filtering methods. All the three thumbnails appear rather clean and clear, by viewing which users
cannot tell that the high-resolution image is noisy and blurry. We then show the thumbnails by adding blur
only according to gradient-based and scale-space-based blur estimation methods. Comparing the resulted
thumbnails with the conventional one, image blur is reflected in the resulted thumbnails. The final thumbnails are generated by superimposing the estimated noise. Note how the final thumbnails (Figures 1.17(h)
and (k)) reflect the blur and noise as the high-resolution image does.

1.7 Conclusion
This chapter introduces perceptual thumbnail generation, a practical problem available in digital photography, image browsing, image searching, web-based applications. Differing from conventional image thumbnail, perceptual thumbnail offers users the capability of inspecting the image quality at the small thumbnail
resolution. Perceptual thumbnail serves in an intuitive way by displaying the perception-related visual cues
in the thumbnail. Consequently, users can judge the image quality by viewing the thumbnail alone.
Perceptual thumbnail generation is still a rather new problem in the field of computer vision and media
computing. Existing methods mainly focus on two low-level visual cues, i.e., blur and noise. Although
blur and noise estimation and removal have been extensively studied. The goal of most techniques is to
recover the blur kernel and noise model and in turn to reconstruct the ideal image. Perceptual thumbnail
dose not have such strict requirements for blur and noise estimation. A rough and fast estimation is sufficient
and necessary for such application. Existing techniques on perceptual thumbnail generation exploit how to
assess the local spatial-varying blur strength and the noise in a fast way.
One potential future task for perceptual thumbnail generation is to highlight other visual cues, like the
red-eye effect. For the red-eye effect, there are lots of works in the literature for red-eye detecting and
removal [36], [37]. The difficulty lies in that visualizing red eyes in the thumbnail is not as straightforward
as highlighting blur and noise. Superimposing the detected red eyes with the thumbnail may result in a weird
preview. To highlight red eyes in the thumbnail, a possible solution is to mark its region in the thumbnail.
For example, we may draw a red ellipse around the defected eyes. For image bloom, a similar problem
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Figure 1.13: Highlighting blur in the thumbnail when the original picture is blurred. (a) The conventional
thumbnail at a resolution of 423×317. (b) Two blowups in the original high resolution image (2816×2112).
(c) shows the perceptual thumbnail by the gradient-based blur estimation, and (d) is its corresponding blur
map. (e) shows the perceptual thumbnail by the scale-space-based blur estimation, and (f) is its corresponding blur map.
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Figure 1.14: Highlighting blur in the thumbnail when the original picture is clear. (a) The conventional
thumbnail at a resolution of 308 × 231. (b) One blowup in the original high resolution image (2048 × 1536).
(c) and (d) are the perceptual thumbnails by the gradient-based blur estimation and the scale-space-based
blur estimation, respectively. (e) is another conventional thumbnail. (f) and (g) are the perceptual thumbnails
by the gradient-based blur estimation and the scale-space-based blur estimation, respectively.
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Figure 1.15: Highlighting noise in the thumbnail. Two high-resolution noisy images are shown in (a) and
(f). (b) and (g) give two blowups in the image. The conventional thumbnail, thumbnails from region-based
method and multirate-based method are shown in (c) and (h), (d) and (i), (e) and (j), respectively.
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Figure 1.16: Highlighting noise in the thumbnail. (a) A high-resolution noise-free image. (b) shows two
blowups of the original image. (c) The conventional thumbnail. (d) The thumbnail from region-based noise
estimation method. (e) The thumbnail from multirate-based noise estimation method.
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Figure 1.17: Highlighting blur and noise in the thumbnail. (a) The high-resolution image has both blur and
noise. (b) shows two blowups. Conventional thumbnails generated using three common filtering methods
are shown in (c) to (e). Then gradient-based and scale-space-based blur estimation methods are performed
to get the blur maps in (f) and (i), and the blur-enhanced thumbnails in (g) and (j). The final thumbnails by
adding noise are shown in (h) and (k), respectively.
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